BMW 528i FOR SALE

The Consulate General of the Federal Republic of Germany Ho Chi Minh City is selling one used BMW 528i to diplomats or Vietnamese citizens.

Vehicle details:

- **Price:** USD 10,000.- or best offer
- **Vehicle:** 2014 BMW 528i
- **Country of Origin:** Brand new imported from Germany and first registered in Ho Chi Minh City in October 2014 (one owner)
- **Engine Capacity:** 1997 cm³
- **Engine Power:** 180kW / 243PS
- **Number of seats:** 5 seats
- **Colour:** Silver
- **Mileages:** 68,975 km (20.11.2021)
- **Condition:** Good. Regularly maintained at BMW Service Center
  The car suffered water damage in 2016 which was professionally repaired

The car can be viewed and inspected at the Consulate General in Ho Chi Minh City by appointment only. For an appointment, please email to: vw-s1@hoch.diplo.de

The car has been imported into Vietnam under diplomatic privileges. If the buyer does not have diplomatic privileges, the car will be sold on the understanding that all the required Vietnamese Government customs duties or taxes owing will be the responsibility of the purchaser. The car can only be handed over to the successful bidder after s/he has fulfilled all tax and administrative obligations required for the car transfer procedure. After that the car will not be returnable nor will the payment be refundable.